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Hunger for The Word.

An Exercise in Truth. 

Place your right thumb on Matthew chpt. 1, leaving it there - then turn to Revelation chpt. 22 and place your right Index fi
nger there. 

Now close the Bible with those two fingers inside.

See the size of the N.T. ? 

Compare that to the size of other books you've read. 

So why is it, that most Christians don't even know, just their N.T. ? 

Nor, can hardly use a Concordance; because they can't even remember one word out of a verse ... if they even know wh
at a Concordance is. 

It would be monumental if every Believer at least knew the N.T.. 

Absolutely monumental ! 

Not verbatim necessarily, but enough to be able to use a Concordance to find Scripture verses they remember reading. 

But we all have an excuse. 

One reason we don't, is because of Chapters and Verses; which is very helpful for quick reference, but was never intend
ed to "divide" the Word of God. 

The books of the N.T. were written as One Letter each and without even punctuation marks; but because someone brok
e it up into verses and punctuated it and split it into Chpt.s ; we feel we can 'pull out' a verse here and there, Â‘out of the 
context of the whole chpt.Â’ - quote 'it' and feel we've done something. Most preachers do it too. Please check the conte
xt of the verse they give and see if that is what the Chapter, as a whole, is saying. It's an epidemic type practice in these 
days. Not a day goes by that we don't hear this practice used on Christian radio or elsewhere. The Â‘verseÂ’ the speake
r uses, has nothing to do with the Chpt. it came from, nor his topic. Splitting verses is the leading cause of heresies.

Another reason is, all the different translations out there, makes Concordance use, word studies and memorization, etc.,
impossible. (Everyone quoting a different one.)

Best to pick a translation that has the most study tools, etc. to go along with it. This way, when a verse comes to mind, it 
can be easily looked up in the Concordance, by just remembering one word from the verse and then found in the Bible. 
Then word definitions can be looked up in the Strong's Concordance/Dictionary or other Hebrew/Greek dictionaries, etc.,
etc.. 

The N.T. was written in the ancient Greek language (a bit in Aramaic). Most Christians now a days could care a hoot 'W
hy' God chose 'that' language to write the most important book in this world's History. :(Some distain hearing it at all :)

It wasn't by circumstance that God chose it. That language was the most exact language that has ever existed. It had 24
"the"s ~ just for one word.

Talk about 'precise'. Imagine being that exact to have 24 'the'(s). 
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It would appear, that God did not want any question as to what He was saying. 

Any debate for truth, could be won, just by the Greek's grammar alone. 

The grammar was so exact, that you could tell by the spelling of each word, whether it was past action, present action, c
ontinuous action, or present yet continuous or starting in the past and still continuing, or male, female or neuter, etc. etc..
The most incredibly accurate language that's ever existed ... and that's why God chose His Word to be written at that tim
e, (Gal 4:4, Â“when the 'fullness' of time had come...Â’Â’, included) when it was the language of the Jews ... (with the ex
ception of Matthew, which was written in Hebrew, then translated back to the Greek. ). The Jews also translated their He
brew O.T. into the Greek, called the Septuagint. 

Now a-days, it is so easy to find books or websites or free program downloads, that will define the Greek words, etc. for 
us, "http://www.e-sword.net" and books and Bible programs, that even do the grammar of each word used, for us, "http://
www.christianbook.com" > (The Complete Word Study Bible and Dictionary Pack, 5 Volumes by: edited: Spiros Zodhiate
s), but those practices, which used to be common practice 100 yr.s ago or so, have become so rare, (and actually frown
ed upon on by some) and oddly enough, at a time when word study tools, are more available to us than ever before in th
e history of the Church. (And this; the most Â‘DebatingÂ’ generation yet, on their Â‘ForumsÂ’, et al.) Does this seem to b
e the "Laodicean" church of Rev. 3 ?

In this country, even if a person cannot read or see, the Bible is on tape or CD, and with the indwelling Holy Spirit's aide,
they have all they'll ever need of The Truth... taking that; not all people, everywhere, can get to the resources that we ca
n. 

In these last days, we'll only get out of our spirit's, what we have invested into them, while we had the time. 

Another reason could be laziness and/or "other things to do". We've exalted Pastors, Teachers, Authors, etc., to the plac
e of a Pope or Cardinal, in that, all knowledge is dribbled down through them and not from our own studies anymore. 

The Word commands that we study, (more intensive than just reading), but now we leave it up to our gurus to "lead us in
to all truth". 

A man may be a very good teacher, but if we don't study for ourselves, then we've made that person a guru. The 'sermo
ns', Etc., have become more important to us than what God Himself had to say. We'll sit and listen to them for 45 min.s 
or so, but not give that much time on Monday-Friday to study for ourselves. In most sermons/teachings now a days, we 
get maybe 3 verses and a bunch of the entertaining (or sometimes good) words of a man and think we've gotten 'The W
ord' ... but only the Bible is the very words of God/Inspired. No Pastor, etc. can write the Bible or add one verse to it, to b
e printed within it. 

No person is 100% Inerrant ~ 100% of the time -- but the Word Is. 

And, His Spirit of Truth. 

Why would we settle for a man's opinion, rather than The Author's True meaning and intent. John 6:68 And Jesus praye
d in John 17:17. 

But we'd rather be "fed", than labor in the Word for ourselves. 

A funny but sad account of one good Pastor was that, he wanted to test how 'Bible literate' his new congregation was, s
o he got up and said, "Please turn to Hezekiah 4:14." Much to his dismay, he could hear pages rattling throughout the b
uilding. 

In this day and age ... almost every Bible study tool on earth, can be found at our finger tips - on our keyboards or an Ac
ademic bookclub or even in Libraries. 

Just type "Christian Apologetics" into Google and see what you'll find. 

Never before in History has Bible Study and Research been made so easy, (at least for now, in the free world), yet neve
r before in History have Christians been more lazy. (Again, Â‘in the free world.Â’ ... In some countries, they walk for mile
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s just to get a segment of a Bible. Others risk their very lives to smuggle Bibles for others.) 

Those Huge Multi-Volume Classic Commentaries we use for Bible Studies were hand-written ... as was our Bible ~ Cou
ntless times, since it was first written (and some of it hand-written from/in prisons). WhatÂ’s our excuse ?

We can just "copy and paste" Bible verses now and write up a few pages of study with a computer, in less than an hour. 
All libraries here have computers now also.

Our Love Affair with Jesus. 

If someone we really loved was far away and wrote us a letter ... we'd probably read it over and over. We'd want to know
every detail of all that is in their mind and how they feel, etc.. Matt.6:21 (His Word IS our Love Letter.) 

If our friend asked us, what was in the letter, we'd be excited to tell them all that our loved one had written. But in these d
ays, if we read at all, we'd rather hear or read what someone else 'thinks' the Letter is saying (and only a sentence extra
cted from it here and there), rather than dig through the whole of it ourselves. 

I've seen baby birds, that were bigger than their mothers, chasing their mother around with their mouths open, waiting to
be fed by her, when they were old enough to fed themselves (and did on occasions when she refused). That is modern 
Christianity. "Feed us", but not for more than an hour (or 1/2 hr.)." 

The Apostle Paul spoke all night and the people drank it in... and No wonder; because he was speaking the Very Word o
f God that we have written in our Bibles ... not his 'opinion' of what the Bible says... which is all we can get from Pastors, 
etc. (people as a whole... as said, are not 100% accurate, 100% the time). 1Th 5:21 They can be 99 % correct in their se
rmons, teaching, or beliefs ... but that 1% Untruth, could be heresy... but the people would rather risk hearing error, then 
to feed themselves. Had the people known their Bible, they would catch that 1% arsenic and spit it out ... but they drink i
n the whole thing, as in the Dark Ages, when only the priests could read and deliver the so-called truth of God.  Jer. 5:31

In the Greek, the word used for "heresy or heresies" was the word for "choice - to choose for oneself - the opinion Â‘cho
sen.Â’ ". (Strong's # 139 is from # 138) 

In other words, whatever we hear or read - We choose whether to believe it or not. 

"People believe what they 'want' to believe." Heresy is "our Choice", God says. 

Personal responsibility again... To choose. To quench the Spirit of truth or to not.

Pastors and Teachers are only two gifts in the Church, they were never meant to have an elevated position, any more th
an any of the other gifts. Nor take the place of our own "searching out". 

We are headed to the Dark ages again, Prophetically speaking, (by choice, so far), the Bible calls it 'the last days'... whe
re "most shall fall away from the truth" and when there would be a famine of The Word of God - His Truth. 

Three Scripture verses per sermon, is like living on bread and water alone. 

How could we think 'our' or some other man's words, matter more than God's ?

We have Pastors and Teachers galore, but where are the Prophets ? From those whom I've known of, they're castigated
out of the 'feel good' Churches.  No different than the O.T. days, where most were treated that way. 2Tim 4:1-4

That is why the Lord admonished us through Paul, "Quench not the Spirit. Despise not prophesyings." 

Fellowship is what The Lord commanded of us, and Pastors and Teachers and Prophets and Evangelists and Apostles, 
etc., have their place, but not to take the place of our own active participation of 'rightly dividing the Word of Truth', with t
he Lord's Spirit's help and having the freedom to be used in our own gift(s) during fellowship, for the Lord has given gifts 
to all his believers. Those are Biblical Fellowships. "Can the eye say to the hand, I don't need you ?" 1 Corth. 12 

Our desire should be, to give people a hunger and thirst, to go to God's Word for themselves and show them where or h
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ow to go, for any resources, if needed, to assist in their own Bible exposition. (The same principle as "give a man a fish 
and he'll eat for one day... but teach him how to fish, and he'll eat forever") So many want to "Teach", but only to be look
ed up to. Would we not do better to teach them 'where' to look.  Are we doing men a favor, to always be there with an an
swer, or would we not do better, to direct them TO "The Answer" ... Him & His Word.

We are to be the "salt", that makes men thirsty for The Word of God ... not to attract people unto ourselves, to sit at our f
eet for all wisdom or knowledge. Nor to put books 'about' The Word, above reading/studying The Word itself. 

Only the actual Word of God is "Living and sharper than a two-edged sword." 

It's the Holy Spirit's job, to lead us into all truth, not humans. 

Devotional books are great, but not as the sole diet for the day.

Commentaries have their place, but all things should be tested against our own studies and prayerful dependence on th
e Spirit of God to instruct and discern for us. 

A quote from the side notes of the Geneva Bible: Eccles. 12:12 ........... of making many books (z) no end; and much stu
dy (of them) a weariness of the flesh. Notes on (z) "These things cannot be comprehended in books or learned by study,
but God must instruct your heart that you may only know that wisdom is the true happiness  and the way to it is to fear G
od." 

Wisdom is knowing, by the Lord, how to use Knowledge. 

( ie. "The Spirit of the law" vs. "The letter of the law".)  One can teach "truth", but without the Spirit, it is dead & vice vers
a.

John 16:13 Howbeit when He, the Spirit of truth, is come, HE will guide you into All Truth: for He shall not speak of Hims
elf (as humans do); but whatsoever He shall hear,{nothing that contradicts THE TRUTH}, that shall He speak: and He wi
ll show you things to come. 

Imagine that ! HE will also "show us things to come."

 "MY sheep HEAR My Voice". John 10

Paul says it best, about following men in 1 Corth. chpt. 3.  So many want to teach, but only to be looked up to. Would we
not do better to teach them 'where' to look.

The Lord 'can' and does use people to teach us ... but if we do not Know the Word of God for ourselves, willfully
, then we will eventually be deceived by false teachings and teachers - period. That's Bible !

Those Berean Jews, who even doubled-checked Paul's teachings, were 'commended' as being "more noble" ... Act 17:1
1 "These were more noble than those in Thessalonica, in that they received the word with all readiness of mind, and sea
rched the Scriptures daily, whether those things were so." 

The O.T. has a word for "pause and reflect". That word is "Selah" (found in Ps. 3 and 75 times total in the O.T.). It was th
e common practice to read God's Word in that way. 

Slowly reading, as a 2nd grader would, and reflecting on each word and pondering 'why' God used each word and what i
t could mean and what was the message of each verse in context of it's Chpt. and it's book ... because they knew ... Go
d doesn't mince words, waste them and each one has a significant purpose for being there. The word Selah is similar to 
our word "ruminate", as how cows eat. They chew and chew ... swallow, then bring it up again and continue to chew (cu
d). 

Since the Christ died and sent the indwelling of the Holy Spirit, we don't 'ruminate' alone anymore. John 14:16 & 17 

The God of Heaven is omniscient ... meaning "all knowing" , or having an IQ beyond human conception (immeasurable 
actually) ... and He wanted us to know as much as 'humanly' possible about Himself and His ways and desires. Yet, He 
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knew that we would need One Book and one that was not too big to carry around. So He had to condense all of what He
wanted us to know and that we Need to know, into our Bible. So needless to say, because of how reasonably sized it is (
compared to His Knowledge) ... He could not afford to waste one word or not have a purpose for each and every word H
e chose to use. Matt 5:18 

In John chpt. 1 and Rev. 19 - Jesus is called, "The Word of God". 

To Not know the Word of God, is to not fully know Jesus. 

To Love the Word made flesh - is to Love 'His Word'. The two cannot be separated. 

We cannot "Love Jesus" or hunger for more of Him and not Love and hunger for more of His Word. They're inseparable.

It is the only book on earth that has been written by the very hand of God Himself, yet we have more important things to 
do, rather than study ... and despite the fact that, how we spend Eternity lies in "what we have done with His Word." 

What could be "more important"; seeing that "life is but a vapor", but Eternity is Forever. 

Some say that, when the FBI is trained to learn 'counterfeit' money, they are given a real bill to examine over and over a
nd over, so that they could peg a counterfeit by knowing the real. 

That is how God has provided instruction to us, on how to know a 'false teaching or teacher', by giving us the real thing, t
o examine over and over until we know it. Then the false will give us a check in our spirits, (where the Word has been st
ored), that something in the teaching or manifestation or presentation is amiss. 

In the last days, Jesus said, false teachings-teachers and prophets will be rampant. (Besides multitudes of "signs & won
ders" that will deceive.) And admonished us to "not be deceived." So we have a mandate to read and ruminate over the 
Word, asking God to give us understanding by His "Spirit of Truth", being humbly and totally dependent on Him, to transl
ate it for us and putting forth the effort to Study - not just race through it. 

He commanded that we must 'worship' Him "in Spirit and in Truth". 

Not just Spirit - Not just Truth, but both equally combined. 

Being fully penetcostal, I've seen all 'spirit' (so-called) and little truth, happen in some Churches or gatherings. 

All 'spirit', without Truth, is not "Truth" in action, so it is not THE Holy Spirit, (Who IS The Spirit OF Truth), so it is either fl
eshly worship or 'another spirit'. 

(The gift of "discerning of spirits" is for this purpose, to identify what is operating) 

The Spirit of God will not contradict His Word. A lot of excitement is not a sign of a move of God. Most of these last days
Churches are nothing but "entertainment", the giving of goose bumps or an excuse to boogy. No matter how many times
I read the Book of Acts, I cannot find one similarity in the First Church and our 'churches' of today. 

'We' are the Church, not a building. There is virtually nothing left in our Â‘churchesÂ’ of the book of Acts today: with rare 
exceptions. 

The "Church" met in homes. They were close to each other. They all shared at fellowship times. None would amass wea
lth - they had "all things in common". Read through the book of Acts sometime and see if you can find any similarities wit
h today's "Churches" or today's preachers. Can you see Paul in a $300 suit, driving a fancy rig and living in luxury on the
backs of the people ? Are they "Suffering for Christ's sake" ?? Phil 1:29 Col 1:24 1Corth 4:10 2Corth 4:5 & 12:10 

W.W.J.D. ? 

Pastor means "shepherd" and they are supposed to be like our Chief Shepherd - Jesus. 
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If Jesus wouldn't do something ... they shouldn't. 

Paul said, "follow me AS I follow Christ". 

Do you know many Pastors that are like, or living like Jesus or Paul did ? 

There are a few of those who do, but their congregations are usually small. Why ? Because we don't want anything like t
he fellowships the first Church had, under the Apostles. 

Not enough Fun, freedom, we may have to give up some more T.V., or see the Lord in action as He was back then. 

We don't want the True gift of Prophecy operating in our Church ... it may rebuke our lives. 

We don't want the discerning of spirits operating, it may embarrass someone. 

We don't want to sit for hours listening to the Word. 

Doesn't Fellowship mean, "Having Fun" ? 

Imagine yourself in Lydia's house and Paul shows up. (getting squeamish ?) 

I imagine we would feel a bit uncomfortable, because of how far we've come from what the true "fellowship of the Saints"
was like .... absolutely Nothing like today's. 

Christianity has been almost totally redefined and mostly within the last 60 yr.s or so. 

Rock concert participants, get equally as excited as those "entertained" at church. 

When the real Truth is preached, in it's fullness, then the true gifts of the Spirit will operate. Many cults 'speak in tongues'
, etc. and in the absence of Truth, it is "another spirit", as Paul called it and "another Jesus". 

The Pentecostals have gotten away from the 'academics' of studying God's Word (being Bereans) and have over-empha
sized 'the move of the spirit' (putting the Holy Spirit higher than The Lord and His Word Jn 15:26, Jn16:13 & 14) and tho
se denominations that are into academics, fear any outward signs, because they've seen such abuse of the phenomena.
But God asks for both... Spirit and Truth (His Word). 

Today's pentacostals are mostly just 'touchy-feely' folks. 

They want that "feeling" and not just Truth and when they hear full-Bible, they complain, "too hard" - "you're too judgmen
tal" - "where's the love ?" - "you're too negative". 

When God in 2Thess2 mentions "the love of the truth" (and that those who did not have Â‘itÂ‘, would be Â“given over to 
the strong delusion and believe the lieÂ“), He used the word that meant "unconditional Love" ... that means, loving the w
hole of God's Word ... the 'bless me' stuff and the so-called 'hard stuff' of it. 

Jesus said He IS The Truth and said, His Word is Truth, but 'Just Truth' has become quite bland to most. 

They'd have walked out on long-winded Paul, after an hour or so. Not entertaining enough to hold us, like television can 
(for hours). 

We cannot separate Jesus - ('The Word' made flesh) from The Word (the Bible). 

"We cannot fully know the Jesus of the Bible, until we know Jesus 'from' the Bible." 

(Then 'who' are these willfully-Biblically-illiterate folks 'worshipping' ?) 

One of the early events in the first Church, was the deaths of Ananias and Sapphira. (That would make some "worship s
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ervice" now, wouldn't it ?) 

But who killed them ? The same LORD that we sing about. 

The same God who destroyed Sodom and punished the Israelites in the desert, Etc..

The Jesus we shall see, as described in Rev. 19:11-21.

Does that make Him less "loving" ? (actually, He is not just 'loving' - He IS LOVE.  ( 1JN 4:8) 

To "unconditionally love" God, we must "unconditionally love" His Word and what's in it, even these 'tough' things. Both 
Old and New Testaments have these 'tough things' in them.

It's not all fluff and warm fuzzies, and neither is God/Christ. 

He IS Perfect Love ... which is 100 % mercy and 100 % righteous judgment. 

(hard for us humans to understand without His help) 

The parable of the seed sown on the 'stony ground' basically says, the joy-bell-only-believers are going to bail out when 
the going gets rough. And, as said before, in the last days, "most" fall away. 

At Passover, the Jews were commanded to eat the 'whole' lamb. We're to take in the whole of Christ and His Word. 

The Mannah was given fresh daily and yesterday's would rot. We need to partake of Him daily. Yesterday's high won't g
et us through till tonight. 

Rev. 20:12 says, "the books were opened", and because we know that His Word is eternal ("Forever" Ps. 119:89); we k
now that one of those "Books" is the Word of God, our Bible, by which we shall be judged. 

He will ask us, "What did you do with My book, that I wrote you and My Holy Spirit that I sent you, to lead you into All Tru
th ?" John 16:13 

And what did 'the Word made flesh' use against Satan's temptings ?

Only God's Word ..... Then so must we. 

If we blame our error on someone else, like "my Pastor taught me", that won't fly. 

Paul warned, watch your life AND DOCTRINE (Teachings you believe) closely. 1Tim 4:16. 

The word Doctrine (= teachings) is mentioned 44 times in the N.T.. So the teachings that we believe are equally as impo
rtant as how we live our Christian lives. They go hand in hand. "Walk by Faith..." but "Faith cometh by the Word..." 

Â“Sin not...Â” but with Â“Thy Word have I hid in my heart, that I may not sin against Thee.Â” etc. etc. 

Everything we do, think, decide on, etc. etc., should be based upon His Word.  

So then, Â‘howÂ’ can we walk according to His Word (and thus, Â“Please HimÂ“, unless we know what The Word says) 
and Â“be renewed in the spirits of our mindsÂ“ without it ? To walk autonomously ?

He laid equal importance on both; Life and Doctrine.

Not just living a life we believe is acceptable unto God, but also having our doctrine (beliefs) straight and right from study
ing with prayer. 

We are personally responsible for ourselves and not who we sit under or read from. 
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Be a Berean ! 

Remembering the size of the N.T. (About a half inch) ~ Christians have a responsibility; to He who died to provide it for u
s (from His heart to ours); to know within our souls, that we've done all we can do, to know His Word - in Spirit and in Tru
th; less we stand before Him without excuse. ItÂ’s our Love for Him in action.

When asked Â“whyÂ” do we believe this or that belief; we should have enough understanding from Scripture to show th
em why.

Scripture itself, is the most powerful counselor, convincer, convictor, sanctifier and proof of what is true, more than any b
ook written by man himself... because It is the Living (Eternally alive & active, from His Spirit to our spirits) Word of God.

Because His Words are Living, they are the weapon used, Â“the sword of the SpiritÂ” in combating temptations, lifeÂ’s q
ueries, troubled times, etc..

What a love affair He offers through this. What unspeakable joy and full of Glory. 

Eph 1:17 & 18 That the God of our Lord Jesus Christ, the Father of glory, may give unto you the spirit of wisdom and rev
elation in the knowledge of him: 

The eyes of your understanding being enlightened; that ye may know what is the hope of his calling, and what the riches
of the glory of his inheritance in the saints .......

That their hearts might be comforted, being knit together in love, and unto all riches of the full assurance of understandin
g, to the acknowledgement of the mystery of God, and of the Father, and of Christ; In whom are hid all the treasures of 
wisdom and knowledge.

Col 2:2 & 3 

Please give e-sword a try and see what God can do in and through you, just with that.

As we read through books, like 2Kings chpt.s 22 & 23 or Nehemiah 9:3, we see days when the Jews would listen to the r
eading of the Books of the law for up to 6 hours, and would have repentance and then rejoicings afterward, for getting to
hear GodÂ’s WordÂ’s again. These were the times that Revival would come to Israel.

This is how personal Revival will come for us and strength for the days coming ~ from devouring the Living Word.

His promise is 'Joy' in return for our seeking Him out, through His Book.

Jer 15:16 Thy words were found, and I did eat them; and thy word was unto me the joy and rejoicing of mine heart: for I 
am called by thy name, O LORD God of hosts. 

Psalm 119 

If we love Him, we must seek Him with all our hearts, minds, souls and strength. 

He is found through His Word, with prayer and is a rewarder of them, who diligently seek Him. Heb 11:6 

Philippians 3:7~14
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Re: Teach a man to fish, and he'll eat Forever. - posted by philologos (), on: 2005/8/16 10:31

Quote:
-------------------------That language was the most exact language that has ever existed. It had 24 "the"s ~ just for one word.

Talk about 'precise'. Imagine being that exact to have 24 'the'(s). 
-------------------------

Annie
I'm not sure what you mean by this.  Greek only has one word for 'the' just as we do.  It is modified by different cases, nu
mber and genders but those are not different words.

Re: Teach a man to fish, and he'll eat Forever. - posted by ccchhhrrriiisss (), on: 2005/8/16 12:18
Hi Grannie...!
Quote:
-------------------------Place your right thumb on Matthew chpt. 1, leaving it there - then turn to Revelation chpt. 22 and place your right Index finger there. 

Now close the Bible with those two fingers inside.

See the size of the N.T. ? 

Compare that to the size of other books you've read. 

So why is it, that most Christians don't even know, just their N.T. ?
-------------------------
Wow, Grannie!  That is quite disturbingly true.  

When I met the Lord as a teen, I immediately began to read the Word.  In fact, I read the entire Bible in less than a week
.  I liked it so much -- I did it again.  Reading it like a book, I began with the New Testament (from Matthew to Revelation
) and then went into the Old Testament (from Genesis to Malachi).  It was like water to the desert!  Over the course of th
at summer, I must have read the Bible straight through several times.  

Of course, I didn't quite comprehend everything that I read.  But I found that the more I read the Word, the more I unders
tood the next time around.  

I have met people in churches that read alot of books.  Some read all sorts of genre -- from mysteries, biographies, chris
tian romance novels, etc...  I also enjoy reading.  But I have often wondered why some of these friends who boast about 
loving to read have have never read the Bible from cover-to-cover.  I even know a pastor who has been saved for over 5
0 years, but has never read the Word of God from cover-to-cover.

There is power in the Word.  It has more power than we sometimes give credit.  Anyone that reads No Compromise: Th
e Life Story of Keith Green can see how even an unsaved person can draw closer to God by reading the written Word. 

God help us to read the Word.  God help us to inspire others (by our lives) to see what we read -- alive and in living color
! 

 :-) 

Re: Teach a man to fish, and he'll eat Forever. - posted by saved_matt (), on: 2005/8/16 13:18
Wow Annie your posts ain't half getting long nowadays!

few things ive found:

Quote:
-------------------------The N.T. was written in the ancient Greek language (a bit in Aramaic). 
-------------------------

I know some of the OT was written in a Aramaic, (Genesis 31:47, Jeremiah 10:11, Ezra 4:8-6:18, 7:12-26 and Daniel 2:4
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-7:28.) but am unaware of any NT verses.

Quote:
-------------------------Matthew ... was written in Hebrew, then translated back to the Greek.
-------------------------

I'll quote from a book i recently read called, Understanding the difficult words of Jesus by David Bivin and Roy Blizzard,

Quote:
-------------------------We tend to forget that the OT comprises approximately 78% of the Biblical text, and the NT only 22%.  When we add the portions of
the NT that are believed to have been originally written in Hebrew (Matthew, Mark, Luke and Acts 1:15:35, which is approximately 43% of the NT) to th
e OT the percentage of Biblical material originally written in Hebrew rises to 88%.  From the remaining 12% if we deduct the 176 quotations from the O
T then that leaves the percentage of the Bible originally composed in Hebrew to over 90%!!
-------------------------

so not only matthew but over half of the NT was either originally in Hebrew or quoted directly from the Hebrew OT.

just a few things i thought would help

God bless Annie and thanx for the post

matt

Re: - posted by philologos (), on: 2005/8/16 13:39

Quote:
-------------------------so not only matthew but over half of the NT was either originally in Hebrew or quoted directly from the Hebrew OT.
-------------------------

hi saved_matt
Most of the New Testament quotations from the the Old Testament are not from the Hebrew Old Testament but from the
Greek translation called the Septuagint.  It appears from Luke's gospel that this version was the version read by Jesus in
Luke 4.

Quote:
-------------------------Matthew ... was written in Hebrew, then translated back to the Greek.
-------------------------
This is certainly an old tradition but unproven.

Re: Teach a man to fish, and he'll eat Forever., on: 2005/8/16 17:46
*
*
Hope no one minds me answering all three in one here.  Thanks !

Philo's post:
Quote:
-------------------------Quote: That language was the most exact language that has ever existed. It had 24 "the"s ~ just for one word.

Talk about 'precise'. Imagine being that exact to have 24 'the'(s). 

---------------------------------

Annie
I'm not sure what you mean by this. Greek only has one word for 'the' just as we do. It is modified by different cases, number and genders but those ar
e not different words.
-------------------------
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Annie's answer - You answered your own question there.  

How many which ways, can the word "the" be "modified", to coin your term ?   Making then, how many different
"the(s)" ?

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Philo's 2nd post:

Quote:
------------------------- Quote: 
so not only matthew but over half of the NT was either originally in Hebrew or quoted directly from the Hebrew OT.
-----------------------------------------

hi saved_matt
Most of the New Testament quotations from the the Old Testament are not from the Hebrew Old Testament but from the Greek translation called the S
eptuagint. It appears from Luke's gospel that this version was the version read by Jesus in Luke 4.

Quote: Matthew ... was written in Hebrew, then translated back to the Greek.
---------------------------------------

This is certainly an old tradition but unproven.
-------------------------

Annie's answer ~ Spiros Zodhiates is still alive,  I'll try to find his #  and you can argue with him (and a few other
s) on this one.

Personally, I am just concerned with "the understanding of the Word of God"  Itself .... written in a language that
'all' can understand.

Thanks for your contribution.

Hope we don't miss the "In Spirit and truth " part.

Annie

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Hi Saved-Matt,  Appreciate the spirit of your post, truthfully.  Thank you !

Maybe you could start a thread on the languages that the Bible were written in.

Quote:
-------------------------
THE LANGUAGES OF THE BIBLE
The Old Testament portion of the Bible was written originally in the Hebrew language. This is the same language as is spoken by the Jews t
oday in the country of Israel. A very small portion of the Old Testament was written in Aramaic, a language very similar to Hebrew. Hebrew a
nd Aramaic were the languages commonly understood by the people living in Israel during the Old Testament period.

The New Testament was written originally in the Greek language. A very few words of Aramaic are also found in the New Testament. Greek 
and Aramaic were commonly understood by people living in the area of Israel during the time of Jesus. Greek was commonly understood th
roughout the Roman Empire that existed at Jesus' time. http://www.whataboutjesus.com/viewArticle.do?articleID=174&jsp=/bookByBookSt
udy/article.jsp 
-------------------------
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Then  http://www.biblesociety.ca/about_bible/original_languages/  ..........   Just for two.

Type  "Original Bible Languages" into Google , and see how many different opinions are out there.  The differences of 'o
pinions' out there are absolutely endless it seems.  

 That's not the direction where I had hoped this initial post would go.  But only to show the absolute necessity of us ea
ch to know His Word for ourselves, because only "It" can protect us.   

I know you believe that way also,  so this is by no means against your post.

The N.T. was written in "the language of the people" or "street language"  (Koine) so that "everyone" could und
erstand it. 

 I guess that's how I write too.  By choice, and for the same reason.
 

Love in Him.

Annie

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Chris,

Thank you for picking up on the spirit of it.  

Without a hunger for His Word, we're sitting ducks.  

That was the spirit of this.   Not to 'impress',  but to impress our "matter of life or death" need of His Word in us.
(wrote this two months ago, when seeing that in this Bible Belt, where I live, The Word isn't known by the 'most'.
I got Sad !)

In Him.

Annie

 

Re: - posted by Christisking (), on: 2005/8/16 18:21
GrannieAnnie

This is a great post!!! I urge every one to go back to the original post and read it. 

I also have know numerous  (if not most) western Christians who have never read the Bible. This is truly disturbing. Man
y of these have  been Christians for 15-30 years and have never read the Bible even once from begin to end. If you truly
love the word of God reading the Bible is something  you do for fun. It is something you love. It is an activity you enjoy. If
half the professing Christians read the Bible for the same amount of time they spent watching TV, playing golf or any of t
heir other favorite activities we could turn this nation around and many of the seeker sensitive mega churches would go 
out of business. (thatÂ’s what they are any  way -a business) and yes, reading the Bible is my favorite pass time. (since I
was saved and Lord filled with a hunger for His Word) 

I really think we should pray for God to give us a true hunger and thirst after His word. I remember (I think Bob Gladston
e) a preacher say that sometimes we need to pray and seek after God just for Him to help us love Him enough and have
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the faith in Him that we should and  to pray like He wants and to have a hunger and thirst after His Word like He wants u
s to have. I think if we pray with fervency and heart felt desire God will give us a true hunger and thirst for His Word.

Thanks again Grannie - this post is a blessing. LetÂ’s not pick it apart word for word, but understand the meaning and p
urpose for which it was written.

Re: Phillipians 3:7-14, on: 2005/8/17 3:11
*
ChristisKING,

I do believe you are right about us needing "to pray for that Hunger".

We not only deal with our flesh, but what I hadn't added up there was our Enemy.  We don't just deal with flesh & blood.

There's no way on earth, that the demonic  would want us getting into the only weapon that even Jesus used against hi
m and that Satan knows is the LIVING Word, that transforms and changes us, more into His Image.

I believe, more effort comes out of fallen angels to STOP us, then we realise.

That's why the N.T. speaks so much about "the mind" and taking captive every thought, and the renewing of the mind ... 
so that we can discern our thoughts compared to God's, Satan's or our own flesh, so we know where we need to do battl
e.

"God has not given us a spirit of fear, but of power, and of Love and a "sound mind" " ... but actually that word 'sound mi
nd', is self-discipline or self-control.

We must take control of ourselves and discipline ourselves in using time right, etc., as you've said. "Choose ye this day 
whom you will serve"

We don't just get a "sound mind" without having our mind "renewed or tranformed" by the washing of the Word.

We've got to realize, that satan will use every tool at his disposal, to distract us from Spiritual things, so we don't have "t
he strength in the time of battle."  Whether that be times of temptations, or tribulation, or persecution, or needed emerge
ncy wisdom for our families, etc. etc.. 

That doesn't come by osmoses, only by "applying ourselves unto wisdom" and "Seeking" and "studying", etc. etc., with P
rayer.

If we are seated in Heavenly places "with" Christ, then why do we do things that wouldn't go on in front of Christ and neg
lect the Important-Needful things ?
We only have one short life-time to get this right.

Anyhow, Manfred posted a great one by TAS. 
Here's the thread link.

https://www.sermonindex.net/modules/newbb/viewtopic.php?post_id=51259&topic_id=6824&forum=31#51259

God BLESS ya !!!
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Re: - posted by philologos (), on: 2005/8/17 4:50

Quote:
-------------------------Annie's answer - You answered your own question there. 

How many which ways, can the word "the" be "modified", to coin your term ? Making then, how many different "the(s)" ?
-------------------------

Answer: One.  the fact that a noun has to follow case, number and gender does not make it a different word.

Quote:
-------------------------Annie's answer ~ Spiros Zodhiates is still alive, I'll try to find his # and you can argue with him (and a few others) on this one.
-------------------------
I knew his brother, Argos.  In fact, I pastored the church in the UK that Argos Zodhiates had previousy pastored.  He wa
s good and godly man.  Are you suggesting that Spiros categorically states that Matthew was written in Hebrew?  The c
onsensus of scholarship is that the Greek of Matthew's gospel is so good and fluid that it could not be a translation from 
Hebrew.  One of the modern suggestions is that there were separate versions of Matthew's gospel; one in Hebrew, and 
one in Greek but the Greek being an original and not a translation from Hebrew.  As we have the facts at present no-one
knows; not Spiros Zhodiates, not you, not me.  It is the categoric statement that Matthew was originally written in Hebre
w that I am challenging.

Re:, on: 2005/8/17 7:12
Good Morning Philo ~ How are you this bright and beautiful Wednesday  :-) .  
Isn't it great to be alive ?

Quote:
-------------------------From Annie's First Post:

It wasn't by circumstance that God chose it. That language was the most exact language that has ever existed. It had 24 "the"s ~ just for one word.

Talk about 'precise'. Imagine being that exact to have 24 'the'(s). 
-------------------------

Notice that I did not say, that there were "24 different words" for "THE" ... just 24 the(s).

Did you want me to go into a full explanation of the declension of Articles in the Greek, and SHOW OFF ?  Or just try to 
keep it to the Whole Point of what I tried to express of how Masterfully created His Word is ?

The point being was, Does the English language have a "Declension of an article" as the Greek did ?  

I don't know about you Philo, but this particular "exactness" of that language that HE chose, never ceases to amaze me .
... but you know what my dead professor told us in our Very First Class ?
He said, "Do not flaunt your knowledge of the Greek, nor allow it to PUFF YOU UP, lest you lower God's Word to the lev
el of those disputers in Athens."  

Ya see, he was a "humble man", who would break down in tears, during the exegesis of the first 18 verses of John, beca
use of the Beauty of God's Word and how 'the language' magnifies it's Truth all the more. Despite that he had already ta
ught that class for probably 40 yr.s by then, he'd still weep.

Do you understand that type of heart ?

But, if it will edify "you" in any way, I'll not try to keep "the spirit" of this thread, as it was, and will take it the Philo way.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

THE Declension of the article  'THE' ~

The Nominative case of Greek nouns is similar to the English nominative, it is the case of the subject of the sen
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tence.

The Genitive case roughly corresponds to our English possessive case.

The Dative case is the case of the indirect object.

The Accusative case is the case of the direct object.

All  24  "cases" of the word "the", are only listed as #3588 in the Strong's numbering.

 The Greek Article Declension chart I have, will not Post on here, so you'll have to go to this link and scroll dow
n to the dead center of this page to see the chart ...... 

http://www.mlahanas.de/Greeks/LX/Atticdialect.html

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
Now, has anyone been 'edified' by this exposition ?

With all eyes closed, raise your hand if you've been blessed.

Do I see a hand ?  

(Hoy Vey)

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Now, for the Second question I must answer this morning :lol: .

Do you have Spiros' Word Study New Testament ?

If so, look at his intro to Matthew.

And if not, please read what I posted to Saved-Matt..........

Quote:
-------------------------Hi Saved-Matt, Appreciate the spirit of your post, truthfully. Thank you !

Maybe you could start a thread on the languages that the Bible were written in.

Quote:
-------------------------------------------------
THE LANGUAGES OF THE BIBLE
The Old Testament portion of the Bible was written originally in the Hebrew language. This is the same language as is spoken by the Jews today in the
country of Israel. A very small portion of the Old Testament was written in Aramaic, a language very similar to Hebrew. Hebrew and Aramaic were the l
anguages commonly understood by the people living in Israel during the Old Testament period.

The New Testament was written originally in the Greek language. A very few words of Aramaic are also found in the New Testament. Greek and Aram
aic were commonly understood by people living in the area of Israel during the time of Jesus. Greek was commonly understood throughout the Roman
Empire that existed at Jesus' time. http://www.whataboutjesus.com/viewArticle.do?articleID=174&jsp=/bookByBookStudy/article.jsp 
-------------------------------------------------
Then http://www.biblesociety.ca/about_bible/original_languages/ .......... Just for two.

****Type "Original Bible Languages" into Google , and see how many different opinions are out there. The differences of 'opinions' out there
are absolutely endless it seems.**** 

That's not the direction where I had hoped this initial post would go. But only to show the absolute necessity of us each to know His Word f
or ourselves, because only "It" can protect us. 

I know you believe that way also, so this is by no means against your post.

The N.T. was written in "the language of the people" or "street language" (Koine) so that "everyone" could understand it. 
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I guess that's how I write too. By choice, and for the same reason.

Love in Him.

Annie
End quote to Saved-Matt.
-------------------------

Have a nice day Philo.
 

 

Re: - posted by filhodedeus (), on: 2005/8/17 10:10
Hey Annie,

Love the post.  With the complete illiteration of the Greek influence in all this, it seems to have become quite a doctrinal r
abbit trail from the original post.  

In reference to the original, kudos.  If everyone would simply focus on the need for all of us to seek a deeper understandi
ng, regardless of formal education, it would be an amazing feat!!

If every Christian alive at this moment would increase their knowledge of the Word and apply it daily by just 1 %...imagin
e the impact and change it would make in the Body of Christ!!

I challenge everyone who is reading this to take the orginal post to heart and let it alter how you approach the Word of G
od in a positive way.

Bless everyone in the name of our loving Lord Jesus

Re: - posted by philologos (), on: 2005/8/17 13:31

Quote:
-------------------------Did you want me to go into a full explanation of the declension of Articles in the Greek, and SHOW OFF ?
-------------------------

Do you think that is what I am doing?

Re: The Fish clichÃ©, not the Horse & water one., on: 2005/8/19 1:06
8-)
For Everybody and anybody. (as mentioned in first post)

There was a time that you had to take endless classes to learn Greek or Hebrew,etc., with their Grammar rules, etc. or
find longer/better definitions of words than just what Strong's Concordance, etc. gave. (Or fudge it, by using other's
websites for your stuff;)

Now, thanks to a man, who has come along/aft James Strong and has put himself in an equal Hall-of-Fame .... this guy 
has Numbered each word to the Strong's  PLUS-PLUS ... has put an abbreviation over top of each word to tell y
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ou what the Grammar is ..... then ya just flip to the back of his Books, to find out what that grammar abbreviatio
n stands for and explains 'how' it is used.   

And his Dictionaries, with some words, can take PAGES to define just that one word. 

**Not hard to understand either.** 
 
 He had All of us in mind, when he did these.   No one else has ever did anything like this before ... 
FOR ALL THE PEOPLE.

Greek, Aramaic and Hebrew are no longer just for the so-termed Scholars, thanks to Zodhiates & team.  And again, he/t
hey deserve the same credit for all his/their work, as James Strong has gotten for Numbering each word.  
And maybe just a tad more. Amen !!

Set of all 4 Volumes
Retail Price: $ 152.96
CBD Price: $99.96

Or if that's too much  $ right now, you can buy them 'individually' on these two pages or go a little higher and get the 5 V
olume set .

 The Complete Word Study Books, plus.

You may even find them cheaper elsewhere's,  like the Used Books sites. (?)

The Word Study Volumes also come on a Bible Program CD. AMG's  Bible Essentials   for  $ 64.95

OR,  if you want to just get The Complete Word Study Dictionary alone, on your computer ... http://www.e-sword.net/wor
dstudy.html is offering it for $40.00, to go into your e-sword program. But at the bottom is a 'down-pointing arrow' and I p
ushed it, and now somethings (?) downloading. ??? I'll have to let ya know. 

My husband has his degree in Greek, and in his classes, they were not permitted to use so much as an Interlinear (Engli
sh with Greek parallel) ... but had to use the straight Greek N.T. alone, without any English with it at all.
They had to do all the grammar themselves and be graded on that.  Besides to do the Exegetical full results of the verse
s they were Transliterating.  :-?

If you've got time for all'a that, ( years),  More power to ya :-) .... But we're just SO grateful, that Zodhiates has done this 
for all of us, and has given us all the ability to do the studies that only a few were able to do;  just prior to his first release
of these books.   We're no longer in the 'dark ages', when some authority had to lead us into all the deeper truths of God'
s Words. 
 
Praise God, while all'a this stuff is still available to us.

The first post on this thread, attempted to explain the rest.   Lord Bless, if you can see the point.

GOD BLESS YOU BEREANS !
Psalms 119 
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Re:, on: 2005/8/19 3:13

Quote:
-------------------------OR, if you want to just get The Complete Word Study Dictionary alone, on your computer ... http://www.e-sword.net/wordstudy.html 
is offering it for $40.00, to go into your e-sword program. But at the bottom is a 'down-pointing arrow' and I pushed it, and now somethings (?) downloa
ding. ??? I'll have to let ya know.
-------------------------

(It helps to read the fine print - hey ?)

It's $40.00 and still worth it.

 

Re: - posted by philologos (), on: 2005/8/19 3:34
Annie
This is good advice.  It is always as well, where possible, to be aware of the theological bias of our experts.  Spiros Z is
from a strongly Reformed background and it is worth bearing that in mind. The e-sword module of OT and NT is very
good value.  

It is now possible to get a whole library of Strongs Number related Bible tools.
Gesenius for a comprehensive OT lexicon is number coded by Baker Bible House.
Thayer Grimm does the same for the NT, although it is worth bearing in mind that Thayer was a unitarian and this will be
reflected in his 'definitions'
Wigrams OT and NT was also done by Baker Bible House but this kind of 'Hebrew/Greek concordance is almost redund
ant for someone using any Bible software.
Vine's Expositary Dictionary is also now available number coded to Strongs.  This is one of my personal favourites.  An 
earlier version is available Vine Online but it is not number coded. Vine was from a Christian Brethren background, so it i
s as well to bear that in mind too.
Another new arrival on the block is Renn's Expository Dictionary of Bible Words. At $16.47 hardback from Amazon this i
s extraordinary value AND it comes with the whole book on a disk as a pdf file.  The pdf file is very useful.  I have been u
sing one for a few weeks and am very impressed.  Renn is not as 'exhaustive' as Vine but has more OT words that the V
ine equivalent.  It is well produced and should give a lifetime's value as a reference book.

I think, where possible, it is always good to have more than one 'expert' to consult. 

	Â“Where there is no counsel, the people fall;
	But in the multitude of counselors there is safety.Â” (Prov. 11:14, NKJV)

Re: - posted by philologos (), on: 2005/8/19 4:33

Quote:
-------------------------Are you suggesting that Spiros categorically states that Matthew was written in Hebrew? The consensus of scholarship is that the G
reek of Matthew's gospel is so good and fluid that it could not be a translation from Hebrew. One of the modern suggestions is that there were separat
e versions of Matthew's gospel; one in Hebrew, and one in Greek but the Greek being an original and not a translation from Hebrew. As we have the f
acts at present no-one knows; not Spiros Zhodiates, not you, not me. It is the categoric statement that Matthew was originally written in Hebrew that I 
am challenging.
-------------------------
 Annie
You didn't answer this so I checked up on Spiros Z's position myself in his NT Word Study Book he says, of Matthew..." 
From early times, Matthew's book has been placed at the beginning of the New Testament.  The approximate date for its
writing is AD 58-68.  There is some evidence that it was originally written in Hebrew or that Matthew made one copy in H
ebrew and one in Greek" which is why I was so surprised in your categoric statement that it was originally written in Hebr
ew.  There are older, more liberal scholars, who would argue for Matthew's original being in Hebrew, but Spiros Zhodiate
s' view as expressed here would, I think, we the modern evangelical consensus.
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Re:, on: 2005/8/19 5:32
Re: to post "by philologos on 2005/8/19 3:34:55"

The "numbered to the Strong's" wasn't my point, but that Zodhiates had done the Grammar and explains the grammar fo
r any and all readers on an understandable level.

The down side of his books,(which are minor, if you overlook his "personal notes at the bottom of 'some' pages), was not
worth the mention, because of the great value and asset of these books, in and of themselves are, and being the only av
ailable books that does the Grammar for us, was my Point. (I'm still smiling, don't worry :)

Many of those we all now use, and some of your own list included, are Calvinistic, but nonetheless, we can still glean fro
m them.

Just as some Authors on SI are also. 

Vines is not very comprehensive.

As far as 'other books', I'm sure you'd appreciate my husband's library. :-D

But again, my point was, that the Zodhiates series is the Only set that does the grammar for the people and opens that u
p to all in an understandable way.
_____________________________________________

Re to post "by philologos on 2005/8/19 4:33"

Quote:
-------------------------Annie
You didn't answer this so I checked up on Spiros Z's position myself in his NT Word Study Book he says, of Matthew...
" From early times, Matthew's book has been placed at the beginning of the New Testament. The approximate date for its writing is AD 58-68. There is
some evidence that it was originally written in Hebrew or that Matthew made one copy in Hebrew and one in Greek"
which is why I was so surprised in your categoric statement that it was originally written in Hebrew. There are older, more liberal scholars, who would a
rgue for Matthew's original being in Hebrew, but Spiros Zhodiates' view as expressed here would, I think, we the modern evangelical consensus.
-------------------------

Philo, I 'did' answer this on page one and if you look again at what you are saying here in this quote, it is not making sen
se.

If he "first wrote it in Hebrew and then in Greek....."
Then he still originally wrote it in Hebrew.

 :-( 

Well, I came on to post another addition to this thread. Hang tight and have a peacefilled day.

Annie

Re:The Fish clichÃ©, not the Horse & water one., on: 2005/8/19 5:49
Seven words for "Knowledge" ... what type shall we choose ?

G1921
&#949;&#960;&#953;&#947;&#953;&#957;&#969;&#769;&#963;&#954;&#969;
epigino&#772;sko&#772;
ep-ig-in-oce'-ko
From G1909 and G1097; to know upon some mark, that is, recognise; by implication to become fully acquainted with, to 
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acknowledge: - (ac-, have, take) know (-ledge, well), perceive. 
_______________________________________________
G1922
&#949;&#960;&#953;&#769;&#947;&#957;&#969;&#963;&#953;&#962;
epigno&#772;sis
ip-ig'-no-sis
From G1921; recognition, that is, (by implication) full discernment, acknowledgement: - (ac-) knowledge (-ing, -ment).   
_______________________________________________
G1990
&#949;&#960;&#953;&#963;&#964;&#951;&#769;&#956;&#969;&#957;
episte&#772;mo&#772;n
ep-ee-stay'-mone
From G1987; intelligent: - endued with knowledge. 
________________________________________________
G1108
&#947;&#957;&#969;&#963;&#953;&#962;
gno&#772;sis
gno'-sis
From G1097; knowing (the act), that is, (by implication) knowledge: - knowledge, science. 
________________________________________________
G1097
&#947;&#953;&#957;&#969;&#769;&#963;&#954;&#969;
gino&#772;sko&#772;
ghin-oce'-ko
A prolonged form of a primary verb; to Â“knowÂ” (absolutely), in a great variety of applications and with many implication
s (as shown at left, with others not thus clearly expressed): - allow, be aware (of), feel, (have) known (-ledge), perceive, 
be resolved, can speak, be sure, understand.  
________________________________________________
G1492
&#949;&#953;&#769;&#948;&#969;
eido&#772;
i'-do
A primary verb; used only in certain past tenses, the others being borrowed from the equivalent, G3700 and G3708; pro
perly to see (literally or figuratively); by implication (in the perfect only) to know: - be aware, behold, X can (+ not tell), co
nsider, (have) known (-ledge), look (on), perceive, see, be sure, tell, understand, wist, wot. Compare G3700.   
_________________________________________________
G4907
&#963;&#965;&#769;&#957;&#949;&#963;&#953;&#962;
sunesis
soon'-es-is
From G4920; a mental putting together, that is, intelligence or (concretely) the intellect: - knowledge, understanding. 
______________________________________________
The effects of the wrong types or uses of...

1Ti 6:20  O Timotheus, the thing entrusted guard thou, avoiding the profane vain-words and opposition of the falsely-na
med knowledge

2Co 12:20  For I fear, lest when I come, I shall not find you such as I would, and that I shall be found unto you such as y
e would not: lest there be debates, envyings, wraths, strifes, backbitings, whisperings, swellings, tumults

Rom 1:29  .............. maliciousness; full of envy,.. debate, deceit, malignity; whisperers,
 
Tit 3:9  But avoid foolish questions, and genealogies, and contentions, and strivings about the law; for they are unprofita
ble and vain. 

1Ti 6:4  He is proud, knowing nothing, but doting about questions and strifes of words, whereof cometh envy, strife, railin
gs, evil surmisings. 
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Phi 1:15  Some indeed preach Christ even of envy and strife; and some also of good will: 
Phi 1:16  The one preach Christ of contention, not sincerely, supposing to add affliction to my bonds: 
Phi 1:17  But the other of love, knowing that I am set for the defense of the gospel. 

Gal 2:6  But of these who seemed to be somewhat, (whatsoever they were, it maketh no matter to me: God accepteth n
o man's person:) for they who seemed to be somewhat in conference added nothing to me: 

Phi 2:3  Let nothing be done through strife or vainglory; but in lowliness of mind let each esteem other better than thems
elves. 

1Co 3:3  For ye are yet carnal: for whereas there is among you envying, and strife, and divisions, are ye not carnal, and 
walk as men? 

Gal 5:20  Idolatry, witchcraft, hatred, variance, emulations, wrath, strife, seditions, heresies, 
Gal 5:21  Envyings, murders, drunkenness, revellings, and such like: of the which I tell you before, as I have also told yo
u in time past, that they which do such things shall not inherit the kingdom of God. 
Gal 5:22  But the fruit of the Spirit is love, joy, peace, longsuffering, gentleness, goodness, faith, 
Gal 5:23  Meekness, temperance: against such there is no law. 
Gal 5:24  And they that are Christ's have crucified the flesh with the affections and lusts. 
Gal 5:25  If we live in the Spirit, let us also walk in the Spirit. 
Gal 5:26  Let us not be desirous of vain glory, provoking one another, envying one another. 

1Co 8:1 .... Knowledge puffeth up, but charity edifieth. 

Jam 3:13  Who is a wise man and endued with knowledge among you? let him show out of a good conversation his wor
ks with meekness of wisdom. 
Jam 3:14  But if ye have bitter envying and strife in your hearts, glory not, and lie not against the truth. 
Jam 3:15  This wisdom descendeth not from above, but is earthly, sensual, devilish. 
Jam 3:16  For where envying and strife is, there is confusion and every evil work. 
Jam 3:17  But the wisdom that is from above is first pure, then peaceable, gentle, and easy to be entreated, full of mercy
and good fruits, without partiality, and without hypocrisy. 
Jam 3:18  And the fruit of righteousness is sown in peace of them that make peace. 

May the Wisdom, gleaned daily from the Spirit of Truth and through studying His Word, Increase our Peace in Him and 
with others...  In Christ.

A chapter of Proverbs a day, keeps a lack of discernment at bay.

God Bless !

Re: - posted by philologos (), on: 2005/8/19 7:24

Quote:
-------------------------If he "first wrote it in Hebrew and then in Greek....."
Then he still originally wrote it in Hebrew.
-------------------------

How do you know?

Quote:
-------------------------Vines is not very comprehensive.
-------------------------

OK, you win, I am speechless! :-? 
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Re:The Fish clichÃ©, not the Horse & water one., on: 2005/8/19 13:32

Quote:
-------------------------Quote Philo:
OK, you win, I am speechless! :-?
-------------------------

Highly unlikely on the latter half.

As I had learned, the hard way, on the thread  Getting along with our Gifts  that 'partial quotes' are a specialty of some, i
n the assumption that 'the most', only read the last post first, and do not go back to the post from where these "fragment
s" had been taken.....

Because of that frequent practice,  I will 'requote' the posts quoted, WHENEVER this 'fragmenting' takes place, from now
on ~ for 'fairness & honesty's' sake ... keeping in mind the setting we are in. 

Full post quoted from... 
Quote:
-------------------------
Quote: 
-------------------------------------------------

Annie
You didn't answer this so I checked up on Spiros Z's position myself in his NT Word Study Book he says, of Matthew...
" From early times, Matthew's book has been placed at the beginning of the New Testament. The approximate date for its writing is AD 58-68. There is
some evidence that it was originally written in Hebrew or that Matthew made one copy in Hebrew and one in Greek"
which is why I was so surprised in your categoric statement that it was originally written in Hebrew. There are older, more liberal scholars, who would a
rgue for Matthew's original being in Hebrew, but Spiros Zhodiates' view as expressed here would, I think, we the modern evangelical consensus.
-------------------------------------------------

Philo, I 'did' answer this on page one and if you look again at what you are saying here in this quote, it is not making sense.

If he "first wrote it in Hebrew and then in Greek....."
Then he still originally wrote it in Hebrew.

. 
-------------------------

From the top 
Quote:
-------------------------"You didn't answer this so I checked up on Spiros Z's position myself"
-------------------------

My Answer again ~ that is what I had requested you do on page 1, as mentioned above by my saying, "I 'did' answer thi
s on page one ....."

Next part 
Quote:
-------------------------Philo says:
There is some evidence that it was originally written in Hebrew or that Matthew made one copy in Hebrew and one in Greek"
which is why I was so surprised in your categoric statement that it was originally written in Hebrew. There are older, more liberal scholars, who would a
rgue for Matthew's original being in Hebrew, but Spiros Zhodiates' view as expressed here would, I think, we the modern evangelical consensu
s.
-------------------------
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Which again brings me back to my reaction .... 
Quote:
-------------------------If he "first wrote it in Hebrew and then in Greek....."
Then he still 'originally' wrote it in Hebrew. :-(
-------------------------

A  MAJOR part of page 1 here, is being overlooked in all of this and my having to post my reply to Saved-Matt TWICE, t
o stress the part, that we (of all people), should not be stressing "who wrote what, in which language", because even am
ong the Scholars, (as can be seen by typing "Original languages of Scriptures" into Google) ... we see how this is much 
debated and again as in the thread link given above is yet another "rabbit trail" (as other's had noted on both threads no
w) to only take from the heart and subject of both threads.   Yet despite all of that posting on page one on this thread, yo
u still carry the "What language was Matthew written in ?" on to page 2 now.

Amazing.  But I've seen posts like this before, and they are just meant to distract from the Topic.

What I did wish you had noticed was the post just before your last one here above.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

To restate the intent of both threads,  (this one & the gifts thread) is that ......

 1 ~  The "power"  must be given back to the INDIVIDUAL CHRISTIAN,  so that they are made VERY MUCH AWARE  o
f what the Lord of Hosts has EQUIPPED them with INDIVIDUALLY.   BECAUSE in these last days, EACH will have to st
and on their own, and make it through 'unto the end' on their own ..... and one day,  face God on their own and none of u
s will be able to use the excuse that "Well Lord, so & so 'taught me that' ".   We are each individually responsible before 
God, for searching Him out and finding Him (who IS TRUTH), Individually.  "Try all things ~ Test all things".

2 ~ When that is apprehended by The Saints,  then, they are no longer dependent on "Others to teach them",  or be mad
e to feel as though their "gifts" are any less or any less needed by the Body, nor that they are in any way Inferior to other
s, especially the young in Christ.  "The eye cannot say to the ear, I don't need you, etc."  type analogy that was given on 
the Gifts thread was also to PROMOTE UNITY AMONG US AND RESPECT FOR EVEN THE YOUNGEST AMONG US
.

3 ~ It is doing a great disservice to the Body of Christ, and to the CAUSE OF CHRIST, when 'we' choose to cause other
s TO DEPEND ON US,  to "lead them into all Truth", when that is the Ministry of the Holy Spirit within them - John 16:13.
We are to point each other to CHRIST and not to ourselves as the "well-springs of all knowledge".

4 ~  The main purpose here, in this thread, was to encourage each to Study on their own, so as to not be deceived by fal
se teachers/teachings, that Jesus warned through-out the N.T. will come.  And are come !

5 ~ Purpose for this thread, is to exhort toward a "Hunger for the Word",  because "IT"  is our ONLY defense against, Sin
, the Flesh, the World and the Devil.

6 ~ And lastly to show each individual, that GREEK  IS  NO LONGER JUST FOR SOME FEW, as in some 'elite few'.

Fragmentally quote posts and rabbit trail all you want, yet God has a way to make "All things work together for Good...."

I would pray that we would be more 'Christocentric' and 'Others'-centric, so that the edification and building up of HIS Bo
dy were the central theme in all of our posts and not these type encounters between us.

We all are to Point each other to CHRIST.   AMEN !
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I pray that in all things ~ HIS Glory and the building UP of the Body would be foremost in our minds and motives here-aft
er.

This I can only pray in, Jesus', the Only True Logos, Name.

Annie
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